
We Are Here
For over 150 years, Swiss Re has 
been trusted to keep our insureds 
whole. Steeply rooted in history, we 
are here to protect your reputation 
and assets. In these uncertain 
times, your Massachusetts law firm 
needs the very best protection 
possible. We are here, standing 
strong for you.

Swiss Re Your 
LPL Carrier

Professional Advantage for Lawyers Policy is crafted specifically for solo practitioners and law 
firms with up to 19 attorneys CorporateSolutions 

Financial Strength 

 Admitted carrier with “A+” by A.M  Best; “A1” by Moody’s; “AA–” by Standard & Poor’s

 45-year history of stability in the Lawyers Professional marketplace across the U.S.

 In-house claims staff composed of industry experts who average over 20 years’ experience – 
most are attorneys themselves 

Policy Highlights

 Broad definition of Professional Services including arbitrator, mediator, notary, title agent,  
escrow agent and fiduciary

 Pre-claim assistance

 Two ways to reduce deductible by 50%: Early Resolution and Use of Engagement Letters

 Mutually agreeable counsel from our Preferred Counsel List

 No claim settlement without the written consent of the named insured

 Free individual retiree extended reporting period (ERP) if continuously insured with any carrier for 
at least three years

Supplemental Coverages

 Supplemental coverage aggregate of $125,000 for Disciplinary, Subpoena, Crisis Event, Loss of 
Earnings, Regulatory Inquiry, and Medicare, Medicaid and SCHIP Extension Act of 2007.

 Solo Practitioner Coverage in the event of the death or disability 

 First party privacy event response coverage of $10,000

 Third party privacy event or security failure coverage of $100,000 



Risk Management Services

Up to 6 FREE CLES per attorney per policy period

 Dedicated risk manager with quarterly newsletter focused on industry trends

 Complimentary and confidential hotline to answer risk management questions

 Free access to risk management website with model letters, checklists and more

 Complimentary and confidential public relations event service



This summary is for illustrative purposes only and is not a contract. It is intended to provide a general overview of the program and coverage described.  
A specimen copy of the entire policy is available upon request. Only the insurance policy can give actual terms, coverage, conditions, limits and exclusions.  
Program availability and coverage are subject to state regulatory and our underwriting approval. 

Insurance products underwritten by Westport Insurance Corporation, Kansas City, Missouri, a member of Swiss Re Corporate Solutions. 

Swiss Re Corporate Solutions offers innovative, high-quality insurance capacity to mid-sized and large multinational corporations across the globe. Our offerings 
range from standard risk transfer covers and multi-line programmes, to highly customised solutions tailored to the needs of our clients. Swiss Re Corporate 
Solutions serves customers from over 50 offices worldwide and is backed by the financial strength of the Swiss Re Group. For more information about Swiss Re 
Corporate Solutions, please visit www.swissre.com/corporatesolutions or follow us on Twitter @SwissRe_CS.

© 2020 Swiss Re. All rights reserved. corporatesolutions.swissre.com/eolibrary

Contact us today to learn more:
For more information on the Lawyers Professional Liability team at Swiss Re Corporate Solutions, and 
the wide array of innovative services and solutions we can provide, please contact us through our 
exclusive program administrator, Number One Insurance Agency 

Deborah Bjes 
Head Small to Mid-Sized US Lawyers 
Swiss Re Corporate Solutions 

+1 312 821 3806 
Deborah_Bjes@swissre.com

Ellen McCarthy
Senior Product Underwriter and Risk Management Leader
Swiss Re Corporate Solutions 

+1 856 446 2912 
Ellen_McCarthy@swissre.com

Michelle St. Angelo
LPLI Program Manager 
Number One Insurance Agency

+1 508 634 7364  
mstangelo@massagent.com 




